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GRAB THE LARGEST DOGS COLORING BOOK AND COLOR 100 DOG DESIGNS AND OVER

50 BREEDSThis incredible Adult Coloring Book by best-selling artist Broderick S Johnson is the

perfect way to relieve stress and while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed dogs images. They

say, dogs are miracles with paws. Now you can create the miracles with the simplicity of your

colored pencils! Our dog themed coloring book has pages of attention consuming puppy design

patterns! You&apos;ll be sure to have tails waggin&apos; gifting this book, or getting one for

yourself! Besides, dogs are a man&apos;s best friend! Use Any Coloring ToolsÃ‚Â Including

colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per PageEach image is printed on one

page to prevent bleed-through.Display Your ArtworkYou can display your artwork with a standard

8.5" x 11" frame. FREE Digital Version IncludedAs a special bonus, you can download a PDF copy

of this book and print your favorite images as many times as you want and print on any paper of

your choiceNow on SaleRegular Price: $19.99 | SAVE $10.00, 50% OFF | Limited time only. Makes

a Great GiftSurprise that special someone in your life and make them smile.Ã‚Â Get 2 copies or

more to gift to friends and get one for yourself.Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top

of the page and click the buy button.Dog Breeds includeded in this book: Ã‚Â Pomeranian, Boston

Terrier, Shetland Sheepdog, Havanese, Mastiff, Brittany, English Springer Spaniel, Chihuahua,

Bernese Mountain Dog, Cocker Spaniel, Maltese, Vizsla, Pug, Weimaraner, Cane Corso, Collie,

Newfoundland, Border Collie, Basset Hound, Rhodesian Ridgeback, West Highland White Terrier,

Chesapeake Bay Retriever, Bullmastiff, Bichon Frise, Shiba Inu, Akita, Soft Coated Wheaten

Terrier, Papillon, Bloodhound, Labrador Retriever, German Shepard, Golden Retriever, Bulldog,

Beagle, French Bulldog, Yorkshire Terrier, Poodle, Rottweiler, Boxer, German Shorthaired Pointer,

Siberian Husky, Dachshund, Doberman Pinscher, Great Dane, Miniature Schnauzer, Australian

Shepard, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Shih Tzu, Pembroke Welsh Corgi, and St Bernard.Tags:a

adult coloring books, adult coloring books books, the adult coloring bookcoloring book for adults,

book adult coloring, adult color books, adults coloring books, adult animal coloring booksbest seller

adult coloring books, animal coloring books for adults, animal adult coloring book, spiral bound adult

coloring bookadult coloring books best, coloring books for adults relaxation, black adult coloring

book, adult color book, color adult coloring booksadult coloring book of animals, elephant adult

coloring book, mens adult coloring books
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5.0 out of 5 starsSo completely adorable and fun!ByMindy Gatlinon July 4, 2017Format:

PaperbackOne Word: PUPPIES!!! I love to color and I love animals and dogs are high on that list!

These pages are so cute! I was just awwww-ing looking through this and had a very hard time

picking the first one to color because I wanted to do them all at once! Love this book!5.0 out of 5

starsLove the many drawings of cute dogs & puppiesByDianeon July 6, 2017Format:

PaperbackLove the many drawings of cute dogs & puppies! Most of them I can recognize, some I

wouldn&apos;t know anyway. Looks like this book is going to be very interesting to color, as it can

be colored like the cover shows, all zen doodley, or realistically. I find this book to be well worth the

price and the time that will be spent coloring the 100 dog drawings!5.0 out of 5 starsGood choice for

dog loversByFlorida KayakerHALL OF FAMETOP 10 REVIEWERon July 8, 2017Format:

PaperbackThis delightful coloring book includes 100 dog designs to color. The images are a

combination of facial drawings and full body. Each dog has extensive designs with a lot of detail to

color. I found the detail level to be about medium and the pages work well with colored pencils,

markers and brush pens. I did find a few smaller areas that are well suited for gel pens.This book is

full of unique drawings rather than the stock images that are found in some adult coloring books.All

pages are single sided. At the current price and with 100 drawings to color, this book is very

competitively priced..0 out of 5 starsPleasantly surprised by this book!ByNoelleon July 15,

2017Format: Paperback|Verified PurchaseWhen I ordered this coloring book, I wasn&apos;t sure

what to expect, but I was blown away when I received it today! First of all, its a pretty thick coloring

book! Lots of pages, full of adorable dogs to color! Some designs look simple, others are more



intricate. Great selection of pages and breeds to color. I also really like that the pages are not

double sided so no chance of bleed through. Im really impressed by this coloring book, and

can&apos;t wait to start coloring in it!

If you have a stressful job and you just want to find a way to wind down at the end of the day then

you should certainly consider coloring. It is a great way for you to expand your creativity and you

would be surprised at how entertaining it can be as well. In fact, some people even take their

coloring books to work with them and it gives them something to do when they are on their work

break as well. The question then arises, can coloring really help you to de-stress at

work?De-StressThe main reason why coloring can help you to de-stress is because it gives you

something to focus on. Stress occurs when you have so many things to do and think about, and on

top of this, you may not have enough time to do them all. The truth is that when you come home

from work, you can&apos;t do anything about those things but that doesn&apos;t stop you from

worrying about them. When you pick up your coloring book however, you can say goodbye to all of

these worries because coloring really is engrossing and it is a great way for you to forget about all of

your work pressure.EnjoyableColoring doesn&apos;t just help you to de-stress, it also helps you to

enjoy yourself and relax a little bit. Imagine sitting in front of the fire at night with nothing but a hot

chocolate, a coloring book and a huge range of colors to choose from. There really isn&apos;t

anything better and you would be surprised at how therapeutic it can be as well.Why don&apos;t

you try coloring for yourself today. It really is the secret to de-stressing and it is a great way for you

to remain calm and focused as well.

Excellent product. Highly recommend

A lot of pages to color so far this is my favorite book

Bought as a gift and the recipient loved it!

This delightful coloring book includes 100 dog designs to color. The images are a combination of

facial drawings and full body. Each dog has extensive designs with a lot of detail to color. I found the

detail level to be about medium and the pages work well with colored pencils, markers and brush

pens. I did find a few smaller areas that are well suited for gel pens.This book is full of unique

drawings rather than the stock images that are found in some adult coloring books.All pages are



single sided. At the current price and with 100 drawings to color, this book is very competitively

priced.Complimentary digital copy received from author

When I ordered this coloring book, I wasn't sure what to expect, but I was blown away when I

received it today! First of all, its a pretty thick coloring book! Lots of pages, full of adorable dogs to

color! Some designs look simple, others are more intricate. Great selection of pages and breeds to

color. I also really like that the pages are not double sided so no chance of bleed through. Im really

impressed by this coloring book, and can't wait to start coloring in it!

This is a very nice coloring book filled with patterned dog images. there is a side view and a face

view of each dog. The artist includes enough detail so that each breed is recognizable. I started

coloring the Doxy. it is so cute. There is lots of pattern detail to color in but it isn't tiny detail so it

should be relaxing for any dog lover to color in.

this coloring book artist offers many wonderful dogs to color in. Many recognizable dogs are here

that you or a friend may have owned at one time. What a great tribute to the memory of a beloved

pet to color a special page. Mount your coloring page on to your refrigerator or framed on a wall for

others to enjoy.The pleasure of coloring in these drawing pages will bring many enjoyable hours to

you and will relieve any stress you may have.Go ahead, color any way you wish and with whatever

your favorite coloring tools are your preference.

Huge book with a lot of pages to color!! I'm such a dog lover and this coloring book offers so many

different breeds to color! Great detail in the illustrations so coloring is very creative!
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